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Orchesis In Dance Recital Here Tonight
Body Hop MAPLES PINKI-IAM TO Thirty-two Named ORCHESIS MEMBERS
f[LQUARTER STUDENT Student
TO
Saturday Night To

JEERS TO RECEIVE Replace Boat : BE LA TORRE EDITOR For Posts On New PRESENT PROGRAM OF
Ride
Exeditive Council
ASSIGNMENTS FRIDAY Mel McDonald’s Music is DECISION OF BOARD Seven
Of NomineesTo COLORFUL DANCES IN
To,
Be
Feature
Be Elected Oh
Meeting Ip COled For
Board Of Publications
4UDITORIUM TONIGHT
Of Dance
May 28
Noon In Little
Unanimous In
Theatre

Saturday night there will be a Student
Body dance in the Men’s Gymnasium
Featuring Mel McDonald’s orchestra

’There will be a meeting of all general elementary and kindergarten primary student teachers for the FALL
quarter, Friday, May 25, 1934 in the
Little Theater at twelve o’clock. Al

dancing from 9 to 12, and punch between numbers, this dance is free to all
students with student body cards while
outsiders will be admitted for twentystudents must be there to receive -asfive cents if accompanied by a state
signment. If you are working, you
student.
should arrange immediately to attend
Elmer Stoll, who has received a repmeeting.
the
utation for arranging novel and interestgroup
number.
your
Make note of
Please know it when you come to the ling school activities, is general chairman, and he has assured those who
meeting.
The following students have been ap- are going to attend an evening well
proved for student teaching.
spent. He is assisted by Clyde Fake, Bill
GROUP I
Moore Emil Roberts, Merrett Metcalf,
Levy, Dorothea
Evelyn Cavala, anti Winslow Stewart.
MacGregor, J.I.
The committee has decided on decMcCosker, Grace
orations resembling a garden. The gym
Fisher, Minnie
will be arrayed with various colored
.Mallock, Henrietta
Bentley, Marion
With the above students working on
Watt, Thelma
this dance and the added feature of
Frey, Effie
no stags allowed, this dance is well on
Tate, Mary Jane
the uay of being acclaimed the best
Vaughn, Barbara
Student Body dance of the year.
Grandi, Gloria
Orchesis Tonight
Whitney, Gladys
Ulrich, Ruth
GROUP II
Vansickle, Marba
Noia, Wilda
Woodard, Edith
Lamiman, Marian
The Musical Half will present Miss
Evans, Evelyn
Kalas, soprano, and Jan Calm,
Helen
Gerken, Edith
cellist, in a concert Friday in the Little
Dobyns, Rae

Choice
Charles Pinkham, a prominent member of the Junior Class was unanimously elected editor of the 1935 La Torre
by the College Publications Board early
yesterday morning, upon the recommendation of the present editor, Mary
Binley.

Pinkham, who is a member of the
Spartan Senate, the Spartan Knights,
and the Delta Theta Omega fraternity,
has served as business manager of the
La Torre since the fall quarter, and
did an excellent piece of work under
Ray Rhodes in getting all page contracts
signed in time to compile the dummy
completely by the end of the quarter,
thus greatly reducing the expenses of
the yearbook
Besides completing his managerial
duties, Pinkham took charge of collecting group pictures for the annual, a
job which entails taking pictures, securing names of the individuals, and collecting data on the organizations.
"There is not another person in the
college as well fitted to fill the position,"
stated Miss Binley yesterday. "Charles
has been one of the most dependable
members of this year’s staff, and has
never once fallen down on the jobin
fact, he always does more than he
should "
Besides being active in student body
affairs, Pinkham has maintained approximately A- average throughout the
year, getting a straight A last quarter while he was doing the bulk of
the La Torre work.
Theater.
Pinkham will be a senior next year,
Kalas has been on the music faculty and is getting a pre-secondary degree in
has
and
years,
:everal
for
college
of this
(Continued on Page Four)
concentrated on perfection in rendition
Orchesis Tonight
of the cello.
Miss Kalas is well known for her numerous appearances in San Jose, San
Francisco, in recitalS, programs and
concerts. Miss Kalas has appeared on
the radio in programs as
Friday will be the final day to see

Musical Half Hour
To be Held at Noon

Adams, Fay
GROUP III
Hockabout, Marvin
Wessenberg, Cherry
(Continued on Page Three)
Orchesis Tonight

Williamsburg Photo
Exhibit Will Close
On Friday, May 25

Public Affairs Forum
To Hear Austin Lewis
Next Thursday May 31

The committee feels most fortunate
The Public Affairs Forum announ- in procuring th,se fine artists for the
ces th 1 Austin Lewis, emminent San Friday pregnant Their contributions
Francis,, Attorney has been secured for offer a real opportunity for the camthe no.t meeting on Thursday noon, !pus to hear an eyellent half hour of
May alst. Mr. Lewis is a graduate of music.
the University of London. He is widely
Orehesis Tonight
knoun as a lecturer, and at present is
’
Extension Lecturer on Political Science
and History for the University of Califernii. In addition to being practicing
cover_
Upton Sinclair, candidate for
attorney and lecturer, he is an author
and translator of the works of Engels !nor on the Demecratic ticket, is to
and Mars. Mr. Lewis will speak here speak in the Merri, Dailey auditorium
on -The Coming Struggle for Power" Saturday night. June 2, under the
under the auspices of Public Affairs sponsorship of Pegasus, honor literary
Forum, sponsored by the College Y.W. society of the campus, Mrs. Hugh Penn
C.A. Miss Barbara Vaughn is Chair- announced.
man. All students, faculty, and com"Books wills Purpese" will be the
munity people are invited to attend. topic for the occasion. The candidate
There is no charge.
for governor is well known throughout the world as the author of many
propoganda novels and books.
NOTICE
Because of his popularity as an auImportant meeting of all stu- thor and on account of his candidacy
dents interested in the Upon Sin- for goverhor a large crowd is expected
clair campaign for governor, to he for the lecture. Tickets for the affair
held in the Little Theatre today, May will be on sale at the end of this week,
23, at 12:30. This meeting will take and may be purchased for twenty-five
place immediately after chapel.
cents.

Sinclair Addresses
Pegasus On June 2

I

the exhibit of photographs on the reconstruction of Williamsburg, Virginia
which is open to the public in the exhibition hall in the art department between the hours of three and five.
Through the efforts of Dr. Jay C.
Elder, who recently visited this colonial city, these pictures are being exhibited in the west for the first time.
They show the remodeled streets and
historical landmarks, o part of the huge
reconstruction project on which John
D. Rockefeller, Jr. has already spent
over eleven million dollars.
Founded in 1867 as Middle Plantation
this city became the second capital of
Virginia and was named Williamsburg
in 1699.
Orehesia Tonight

Y.W.C.A. Will Meet
Thursday At 12:15
All members of the Y.W.C.A, are
urged to come to the nominating meeting Room 1 of the Home Making
Building tomorrow at 12:15. Condldates
for the office of president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer will be
presented and will give short talks.

The nominees for the Student Body
Council which were nominated at the
general assembly held Tuesday, May
22 ’ at eleven o’clock in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium follow in the order
of their nomination.
Hugh Staffelbach, Clarence Naas, Alfred Azevedo, Elma Boyer, Paul Jungerman, Evelyn Cavalla, Robert Doerr,
William Jennings, Dario Simoni, Vincent Giardini), Rose Mezzanares, Jack
Reynolds, George Harrison, Clyde Fake,
Jack Chappell, Bill Moore, Charles
Rhines, Ronald Linn, Robert Rector, Rae Dobyns, Rudolph Engfer, Harry Jennings, Elmer Stoll, Adrian Wilbur, Barbara Bruch, Tom Needham,
Dorothy Maddock, Louise Hocum, Don
Madsen, Carl Biddle, Sammy Ellice.

"Coral" Number Will
Fetiire Group
Of Twenty
A Miniature Queen who lives in fear
of’ her blustering husband, three lazy
guards with unique habits of rest,
a Purple’ Cow who yawns languidly
and refuses the King his butter, and
many other characters from A. A.
Milne’s poem, "The King’s Breakfast"
will be seen in the Orchesis program
tonight at 8:15 in Morris Dailey Auditorium, The rollicking interpretation of

the petulant King’s attempt to get
butter for his "royal slice of bread" is
At the election to be held Monday, one of the high lights of the proMay 28, seven of these thirty-two canduction.
didates will be chosen from the StuThis year for the first time Orchesis is.
dent Body Council, ruling body under
being presented by the dancing clasthe newly instituted constitution.
ses, each of which is presenting oneCoach Hovey C. McDonald gave a number. A traditional Russian folk tune
short speech and then presented the has been chosen by the Beginning Class
(Continued on Page Four)
and an interesting step pattern created.
Orchesis Tonight ---which follows the note pattern of thc
melody.
Very different in mood is the Choral number presented by the Advanced
group. The severe black costumes, restrained movement pattern, and perfect synchronization make it outstandUnder the direction of Dan Mendel- ing.
owitz, art instructor, the third annual
The Orchesis members themselves are
Bus Trip to the San Francisco zoo busy with solos and group work. From
Palace of the Legion of Honor, and the the first swirling movement of "OrchesDe Young museum and aquarium, will is" the first dance on the program
be held Saturday June 2.
to the climax of the Color Symphony
The bus will leave the Seventh street they have achieved an astounding varentrance of the college at 8 am, and iety of technique and mood. "Halluwill return at 6 p.m. The morning will cinations" with its pounding rhythm,
be spent at the Palace of the Legion of "Motif" serenely flowing, "Tertiary"
Honor and at the zoo. Lunch will be
(Continued on Page Four)
eaten at Lucas or some other restaurOrchesis Tonight
ant, the price of which will be fifty
cents.
The afternoon will be spent at the
De Young museum and equarium. If
fifty students sign up for the trip, the
price atilt be $1.15 each. If less han
Tom Coakley’s orchestra Unit Two
fifty students sign up for the trip, the will furnish the rhythm for the Sophoprice atilt be slightly higher.
more-Freshman dance to be held in the
A pester has been placed on the bul- San Jose Women’s Club on 11th street
letin board in the Art Department for June 1st.
This dance is the culmination of plans
students to sign who care to make this
trip. Those who intend to go should for one of the most outstanding dances
sign up this week, and pay up as soon of the year, and Bill Moore, sophomore
class president, announces that special
as possible.
permission has been obtained so that
Orchesis Tonight
the closing hour will be extended from
the usual time of twelve o’clock to
one o’clock. This is only one of the
outstanding features of the dance.
Athletic awards were distributed to
Spring will be the motif for the decthe freshmen basketball team by Clar- oration and Byron Lamphear is to have
ence Naas at freshman orientation on charge of the special lighting.
Thursday. Paul Cox and Miss Betty
The dance is to be a sport affair
Lou Vleck sang a duet accompanied by and "no corsages" is to be the rule.
Emile Bouret on the bass viol and ShelBids may be obtained for seventydon Taix on the guitar. Miss Van five cents from any of the following
Vleck rendered a solo ’This Little Piggy’ committee members: Emile Bouret, Patand Mr. Cox sang ’Spin a Little Web ricia Healy, Bud Everett, Carey Guitchof Dteanrs’.
ard, Kenneth Davey, Bill Roberts, EliAn impromptu speech by Dean God- zabeth Simpson, Kathleen McCarthy,
dard, complimenting the class as a John Leo, Sidney Abramson, Loucille
whole on their behaviet in orientation, Pencil, Mary Koshenko, Helen Moore,
Lucille Moore, and Jim Grimsley.
concluded the program.

Student Bus Trip
Planned For June

Soph-Frosh Dance To
Feature Second Unit
Of Coakley’s Music

Casaba Team Receive
Athletic Awards

DeGroot Commences Competitive
Tests For Spring Grid Aspirants
THE SPORT
SPOTUGHT

PAUL CONROY
Sport’s Editor

Al

By
Conroy and Cox
Mel Isenberger and Eddie Wing, two
lettermen of last year’s varsity, appear
to be a pair of the hardest workers engaged in Spring basketball practice.
Both of the above boys were sophomores last season and didn’t see much
action, however with a year’s experience
and a greater knowledge of the game
they should be valuable men next
season.
Hoop Guards
Plentiful
Little Eddie Wing is getting a tough
break here at San Jose State in the
basketball world by having to compete
for the defensive posts with a group
that will probably go down in the
books as the strongest collection of
guards on any one team in Spartan
history.
Wing’s diminutive stature appeared to
be the prominent reason for his short
time in actual game play. One of the
smartest basketball heads on last year’s
Far Western Conference Championship
squad, Wing’s size offset his cool offensive and defensive ability in the eyes
of the coach.
With such six footers as Bud Hubbard, Laury Arnerich, Hank Liebbrandt,
and the smaller Jud Taylor alternating
at the guard posts it is a little wonder that Wing was pushed into the
background.

Albert Cox
Assistant Editor
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4 A Scheduled For Franklin Cage
Brains Plus I CField,
Team
Philadelphia, May 25;
Speed Will Stanford Hope Of ’II est Given Gold
Be Features
Basketballs
PHILADELPHIA (UP) Leading
stars of track and field will compete in
the 57th annual I.C. 4 A. championships
at Franklin Field, May 25 and 26.

Competitive Tests To
Be Combined With
Non-Combative
With spring practice well under way,
Coach Dud DeGroot is now beginning
o find out something about the men
that will carry his ideas into action
next fall.
Competition Features
This Week’s Practice
Beginning this week Coach DeGroot
has devised a series of tests that will
give him a line on the abilities of his
men. From these tests a team will he
picked that will be considered first
string. There will be two kinds of
competition. First, the non -combative
test that will consist of a series of obstacles that each man will have to
overcome. The rating here will be the
time it takes to accomplish the task.
This will be a scientific scoring method in which only ability will win out.
The second competitive scheme is
that of personal rating by the coaching staff. DeGroot will have two teams
scrimmage and with the assistance of
Bill Hubbard and Jay Tod, men will
be watched and scored according to the
performance the player turns in.

Such men as Bill Bonthron, Princeton; Frank Crowley, Manhattan; John
Dean, Harvard; Bob Kiesel, California;
Gene Venzkc, Pennsylvania, and Mottram, Lyman, and Nimmo of Stanford
are entered in the many events.
The Eastern contestants have a better chance of winning this year because of the small entry received from
the Pacific Coast colleges, and the eight
year reign of the western colleges in
the championships may be brought to
an end.
Thirteen West
Coast Stars
Only thirteen stars from the shores
of the Pacific are among the 547 individuals entries from 36 coleges. Stanford
has sent seven candidates, and California six, while the University of Southern California champions for the past
hree years, or California at Los Angeles, have no representatives in the
meet.
Excepting the coast entries and 20
contestants from Michigan State, the
list is composed of nearly all Eastern
college athletes.
Yale, the last Eastern institution to
win the title, in 1924, heads the entry
list with 71 candidates. West Virginia
has the smallest entry with one competitor, C. W. Miller, a hammer thrower.
Harvard Enters
Forty Three
Of the eastern teams that are regarded as having championship possibilities,
Harvard has 43 entrants; Cornell and
New York University each 35; Princeton 30, and Manhattan 27.
Of the 29 individuals, who scored
88 points out of a possible 225 points
in 1933, four of the five-pilot scorers, Bonthron, Crowley, Frank Nordell, New York University; and Paul
Vipond, Cornell; are entered in the
1,500 meter event.
Venske
Entered
With them is entered Gene Venzke,

Pennsylvania’s former mile indoor
record holder. Because of his recent race
in the Yale-Pennsylvania dual meet,
when he equalled Bonthron’s time of 3
minutes, 54 seconds in last year’s meet,
there is a strong possibility that a new
American record may be created.
The 200 meter dash, 800 meter run,
the broad jump, high jump, and hammer throw will each have three of last
year’s point scores competing for the
titles. The 100 meter dash, shot-put,
javelin throw and discus throw will
have two representatives each.
In two events, not one of the fivepoint scorers will compete this year. The
110 meter hurdles and the 3000 meter
run will be wide open events.

Intramural
IBY BILL CRAWFORD
The leading contender thus far in
the singles tennis tournament is Mitchell. Abernathy has yet to play the winner between Roberts and Gruber who
have been slow in playing off their
match,
The other matches yet to be played
are those between Salinada and Show,
Younking versus Watson or Chow. The
deadline for these was May 18. The
round in which Mitchell has emerged
is the fourth round and the deadline
is May 25.

Coach McDonald Acts
As Spokesman
For Squad
Members of San Jose State’s basketball squad, which successfully swept
through all Far Western Conference
competition to gain an undisputed
championship, were rewarded for their
services with gold basketballs, sweaten
and blocks yesterday morning in a genral assembly held in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
H.C. McDonald, who recently resign.
ad his basketball coaching duties, presented his men with their awards.
Track Coach Erwin Blesh, and Track
Captain Lou Salvato were introduced
from the chair by student body peel.
dent Frank Covello, to complete the
athletic program.
Those present to receive their awards
were: Captain Hank Liebrandt, Captain-Elect Carl Biddle, Laury Ameddi,
Dave Downs, Remo Caccitti, Mel Isenberger, Jud Taylor, Malcolm Holmberg, and Eddie Wing.
Bart Concannon, Bud Hubbard, Wes
Scott, Frank Gibson, Paul Rea, sad
Manager Arthur Strong were absent.

Wing is goodthere is no doubt
about that. He is as good a basketball
head as any of the guards last season. But, a good big man is better than
a good small man.
Coming Guard
Prospects Bright
The guard positions will or should
not muse Erwin Blesh much worry in
his first year’s basketball venture.
Losing an all-conference back-court
Star in Bud Hubbard, which by the
The doubles tennis is not progressing I
NOTICE
’way, will be the only varsity letterman Brains Plus Speed
so well as the players concerned have
There will be an important meetIost to the squad, Blush will be greet-1 Is Essential
been unusually slow in playing according of the Physical Education Majors
The later idea calls for brain work
.ed by three new men, who are destined
ing to schedule. Thus far the winners
tonight in Room I. The meeting
to go a long way in Spartan Basket- along with football agressiveness. Dud
are Younkin and Byrd who defeated
will start at seven -thirty sharp and
has given the whole squad ten plays
ball.
Gruber and Mitchell. Scores were 4-6,1
every member is urged to be there.
Leading the list of future guards is that the gridders have never seen be6-4, and 6-2. The matches between
Important business pertinent to evDick "Soapy" Johnson, who becomes fore, and the idea is to learn these
Harris, Keeble and Corozza, Niles
ery Phy. Ed. Major will be discussed.
eligible this season after transferring plays to perfection so the man will be
have yet to be played. Sweeney, JohnBe there at scven-thirty tonight.
son versus the other double comfrom St. Mary’s College. Spending last able to carry out his position in good
Al Axevedo, President.
season as a member of a local club style. The coaching staff will judge
bine of Butts and Langhardy is the
team, Johnson showed himself to be by the men on the carrying out of these
other match that is behind schedule.
William Johnson, ticket chairmen
far the flashiest guard in these parts. In ten plays. Every man will be given an
for the Junior High Dinner, requests
all the rights of basketball, Johnson equal opportunity to show his worth
The first events of the track meet
tickets etshould be playing a first string guard in regard to this competition.
are to be held this coming Thursday, that all Majors selling
today
next season.
May 24. The 50 yard dash and the tend an important meeting
Speed is one of the most important
At the present time Johnson is play- factors in this week’s scheme of events.
shotput are to be held at 4.15 pan. in Room 157 at 4:15 o’clock,
ing end for Dud DeGroot in his spring With the guards competing against the thrill and their subjects a weary feeling. on the campus. These are the first events slow and the whole schedule has bees
to be held and the others will not start dragging. The main offenders seem to
grid practice.
guards, the ends against the ends, and Each Position
From Bob Elliot’s Frosh basketball the backfield men against one-another, i Will Have task
until May 29.
be the combinations of Sweeney, jobs.
sqaud come two more than ordin- it will put each man in his best light
The track meet promises to be one son, Biddle, Horn. However, these
Spilling interference is a job mainly
ary guards who will be eligible for showing his stuff.
1 for the ends. Here the wingmen will , of the highlights of the intramural ac- fellows are engaged in other athletics
varsity competition this winter. The
The events in this show will cover have to throw themselves into the on- tivitics. Every fellow who signed up which takes up most of their free
two, Curtis Pease and Bob Hudson, every phase of football from A to Z. rush of the charging interference men I for the meet is asked to fully cooperate time.
did most of the guard playing on the On the defensive there will be territory and make way for the backs to snag and engage in this meet.
Kiesewetter and Doermoy defeated
Frosh last year.
Paullus and Moore in tuo strtieht sets
coverage which will consist of baths the ball carrier. The use of hands will 1
Pease Outstanding
covering men on a pass defense, an 1 ,ive the linesmen a chance to show ; The mixed doubles has been very i with scores of 6-2 and 6-4.
Yearling Guard
linemen getting into position for play, what they can do in thg, way of push- i
Pease, although not what one would through their position. Tackling will lag the offense out of the way. Any
term a smooth offensive player is a feature bodily contact that sometimes manthat can use his "dukes" effecthard man to get by on defense and is gets rough for just daily practice and hely, generally goes a long way in the
reliable in taking the pellet off the give the boys on the sidelines a big gridiron spotlight. The last ability findbackboard. About six feet tall and
er, the defensive side of the competition
beaming the scales at about 165’, the qualities of this boy.
will be that of speed in getting into
Mountain View lad has all the makings Phy. Ed’s
1 offensive territory. Here the linemen
of a great varsity guard. According to Meet tonight
will get the chance to bi... ,.. through
at
the
man- the offensive and smear the runner for
his coach of last season, Bob Elliot,
Experience talks tonight
Majors
Education
meetPease will go far in the basketball field thly Physical
a big loss.
in his stay at Washington Square.
leg according to prexy Alfred Azeverlo.1 On the offense there will be the carStudent Teaching in Junior High rying out of assignments, which will
Hudson, the second guard, came to
San Jose last Christmas and after a Schools is slated to be the topic of the cover the ball and conduct the huddle
week’s basketball practice with the evening discussion. Among those who and shift will give the whole team
Frosh, was playing at a first string will speak are Jack Mengel and Delos an opportunity to impress the Coach post. A large rugged player with a more Wolfe, two student who have had ex- ing staff to the tune of being placed
than ordinary eye, are the outstanding perience in the Junior High Field.
on the first string.

A College Education Reviewed
For Only
$3.00

Get That

LA TORRE
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"DOH FOR SCANDAL" Stanford Teacher STUDENT TEACHERS FOR Miss Joyce Backus GENERAL ELEMENTARY
Address Junior
Elected President MAJORS HEAR OR. LEE
STAFF ANNOUNCED BY To
FAIL
QUARTER
TO
MEET
High Majors Club
SAN JOSE PLAYERS CI_UB
FRIDAY DURING NOON Of Library Group AT DE ANA BANQUET
Following the meeting which was
held last week, the San Jose Players announced the staffs which will play such
a big part in the production of "School
For Scandal".
Only members of the organization
were allowed to make up these committees, and judging from the names
which appear on the following list the
play will be very capably handled by
students who have had much experience
along the lines of their respective committees.
The committees are as follows: Publicity, Frank Hamilton, chairman, and
Katherine Hodges, Katherine Woods,
and Eleanor Yates. Tickets, Marion Faltersack, chairman and Faricita Hall, Lois Lack, Blanche Corriveru, Alyce Johnson, Virginia Maddox, Dolly Culbertson, and Joel Carter, Stage, Carl Palmer,
chairman, and Burton Abbott; Lights,
Dean Cowger, chairman, and Charles
Wentz; Makeup, Virginia Maddox,
chairman, and Charlotte Rodgers; costumes, Jean McCrea, chairman, and
Anne Selleck; Props, Mae Wilburn,
chairman, and Ed Wetterstrom, Charlotte Rodgers, Faracita Hall; Ushers,
Katherine Epps, chairman, and Eleanore Yates, Lois Lack, Joel Carter,
Carey Simpson, and Blanche Corriveau.

Adrian Wilbur And
Charles Pinkham
Elected By Senate

Are you interested in the present
status of occupations? Every thinking
person should be, according to the
Junior High Majors, and as a result
of
this supposition have invited Dr. H.
Dawey Anderson of Stanford to
address their quarterly dinner meeting
planned for tomorrow evening at 6
o’clock in the College Cafeteria.
Dr. Anderson, recognized as an outstanding authority on the subject of occupations, has just recently completed
an exhaustive survey on present occupational trends, as well as future
possibilities. His material is doubly important to Junior High Majors because
of the stresses junior high schools place
upon vocational guidance.
Musical entertainment for the evening will be furnished by Joel Carter,
prominent basso of the campus, who
has selected three numbers. His accompanist is Miss Blanche Corriveru.
William Johnson, chairman of ticket
sales, reports a heavy advance demand
for reservations. Indications point to
the fact that all plates may be reserved
by Wednesday evening. To facilitate the
handling of the reservations, a table will
be placed in front of the auditorium all
day Wednesday. In addition, tickets may
be procured in Education Room 161.
A complete menu has been selected by
a special committee which has collaborated with Mrs. Sarah Bowdle, manager of the college cafeteria. The final
selections are as follows:
Baked Ham and Scalloped Potatoes.
Shrimp Cocktail
Fresh Vegetable
Salad
Rolls and Butter
Fresh Strawberry Sherbet
Coffee

Adrian Wilbur was elected president
of Spartan Senate for the Fall quarter,
All lower class with junior high obas a result of the meeting held Monday
afternoon in the debate room under the jectives are urged by Mrs. Cecile B.
leadership of Kay Hodges, outgoing Hall, advisor to the Junior High Majors,
to see either her or Miss Muriel Clark
president.
Charles Pinkham is the newly chosen in Education Room 161 immediately in
vice-president, and Eleanor Yates is order that reservations may be made, if
secretary. All three officers have been desired.
outstanding in current debates of this
year.
Details of the annual Senate picnic
was discussed. Bill Jones is managing
the affair, assisted by Catherine Woods,
who has charge of the food. Bill promises that the main feature of the picnic
will be its novelty.
Joel Carter announced the appearance
of Upton Sinclair on the campus, and
asked the support of the club. It was
unaimously decided to support Pegasus,
which is sponsoring Mr. Sinclair’s lecture, in carrying out the project.

ANY STUDENT
Desiring
Extra Copies
of the

SPARDI GRAS
RAll EDITION
May Procure Them
at the
CONTROLLER’S
OFFICE

For 5 Cents

(Continued from Page One)
Williamson, Wilma
Welty, Martha
GROUP IV
Gleason, Frances
GROUP V
Dixon, Loretta
Bubb, Roberta
Dunipace, Margaret
Glenn, Marion
Palmer, Carl
Buchser, Lloyd
Callery, Bernard
Christmas, Geraldine
Cline, Esther
Wolfe, Delos
Crothers, Muriel
Rudin, Arline
Papac, Katherine
Nurnberger, Bemardine
Madsen, Donald
GROUP VI
Jones, Georgina
Rudin, Eveline
Martin, Jane
Sears, Florence
Linn Ronald
Klauer, Julia
Todd, Dorothy
Rohrer, Carol
Mills, Mary Helen
Greeley, Janet
Buchser, Dorothy
Gibson, Frank
Cornell, Margaret
Arnberg, Jane
Maxwell, Helen

Newman Club Plans
Barbecue For June
At Monday Meeting
That June 2 swill be the date for the
Big Newman Club Barbecue was the
decision reached Monday night at Newman Hall when the club held its regular
business meeting.
Although the barbecue is being held

principally for the members, a limited
[ number of guests will be allowed to
attend. All members and guests who
are intending to be present at the
barbecue should sign up immediately
on the notice that has been placed on
the main bulletin board in the hall,
Mr. acid Mrs. Gene Deraiswill pregiving their name and signifying ;I
sent the following program tomorrow,,
they have cars.
Thursday, May 24, at 0.15 p.m. at ,
A large menu has been prepared by
the Unitarian Church. The students are
the committee in charge and surprising
all very well known in mudcal circles1
delicasies have been listed.
of San Jose, and with the exception rat
A special meeting will be held next
Miss Bean and Miz Hall, all are prominent music students at San Jose State. Monday night at seven-thirty in place
of the Dramatic meeting to discuss finThe public is invited to attend.
al plans for the affair, therefore all
PROGRAM
who are planning to go whether
students
Organ SoloMiss Beth Simerville
Boellman they are members or not, should be
Suite Gothique
present to receive final instructions.
Prelude
The expense f or the entire occasion will
Menuet
amount to the very nominal fee of
Priere de Notre Dame.
thirty cents per person.
Toccata
The comimttce in charge is headed by
Piano SoloMiss Barbara Bean
Chopin Bart Concannon.
Waltz, C. Sharp Minor
Vocal SolosEmil Q. Miland, tenor
Miss Jane Bog. at the Piano
’Munroe
My Lovely Celia
Cator
Pool of Quietness
My Lady Walk in Lovliness....Charles
Omega Chapter of Kappa Phi held
Piano Sol, Md. Jane Boo
it, pledge service at the St. Paul’s
Carnival, Op. 0.........Schumann
Church, Tuesday, May lath. The presPremabule
ident, Mildred Jackson, presided.
Pierrot
Those pledged were: Catharine HoffAlequin
mei,ter, Edythe Martin, Virginia LindValse Noble
sey, Vivian Lesher, Mary Stone, LorEusebius
etta Shields, Alice Boltshouser, JosephCoquette
ine Denny, Gertrude Gady, Jean Sweet,
Chiarina
Elizabeth Owen.
Organ Suloi.-311.4 Barbara Hall
Following the pledge service a proDelbruck-Frantz
Wiegenlied
Batiste gram meeting was held. Kit Kramer
Processional
, introduced the topic, LoveThe GreatPiano S..loEvelyn Cavala
cot Thing in the World. Aya Mineta was
Theme and Six Variations
the guest speaker. She presented a very
from "Etudes E.I.mphonique",Schumann
interesting picture of her people both
Vocal Solos --Mr. Emil Q. Aliland
Richt in japan and United States. Evelyn
American Lullaby
Strickland Adams and Marian Lamimanyresented
Lindy Lou
Mana-Zucca musical selections of other countries.
I Love Life
Esther Phelps, the chaplain closed the
Organ SoloMiss Beth Shnerville
meeting with Candle Service,
Bach
.....
Minor..
D
Fugue,
Toccata and

Gene Dorais Are To !
Present Program j
At Unitarian Church’

Kappa Phi Pledging
Held At St. Paul’s

Miss Joyce Backus was elected president of the California School Library
Association, Northern Section at the
annual meeting of that organization
held Saturday, May 19, at Sacramento.
This honor was conferred upon her as
a result of her outstanding work as
head librarian at the San Jose State
College.
Those from San Jose who attended
besides Miss Backus were Miss Dora
Smith, Miss .Helen Bullock, and Miss
Marie Delmas of the library staff and
four library majors: Virginia Horton,
Margaret Jones, Louise Bidwell, and
Barbara Wood. Through special consideration of Miss Mabel GBlis, state librarian, those attending from San
Jose were taken on a personally conducted tour of the State Library in the
morning.
A luncheon at the Sacmmento Hotel was held after the meeting, Miss
Helen Ferris of the Junior Literary
Guild as speaker. She gave an interesting talk on her experiences as an editor of children’s books.
Over one hundred elementary, Junior
High School and Junior College librarians attended the meeting which was
held at the new Kit Carson Junior High
School in Sacramento.

State Employees To
Sponsor Petition
For Amendment
The California State Employees’ Association is sponsoring an initiative petition to place upon the fall ballot a
proposed constitutional
amendment
aimed to protect and extend the merit
system in state service.
Professor Guy George, member of the
instructorial staff of the commerce department of this college, outlines the
main points of this plan. Two present
evils would be corrected by the amendment, he states. Namely, the exemptions from Civil Service by an act of
the legislature, and the creation and
continuance of temporary appointments to state positions.
The Governor has fully endorsed the
efforts of the Association on behalf of
the merit system in state service, and
several of the candidates for governor have pledged their support.
Employees of the Teacher’s colleges
have been exempted from the proposal
at their request, but it is expected they
will take an active interest in circulaing
petitions and in urging the adoption
of the amendment.
On Thursday, May 24 at 4:10 in
room 24, a special meeting will be held
for discussion ’and to give instructions.
Mr. Herbert V. Walker, of the Division
of Corporation, Los Angeles, will be the
guest of the Association, and all members are urged to be present. Nonmembers, registered voters, are also invited.

Seniors Must Take
Health Examinations
All seniors graduating with teaching
credentials are requested to pass a health
examination by the college health department before they can obtain the
credentials.
Any student who is planning on
graduating this June and has not attended to this matter yet should go to
the health office immediately.
This requirement does not extend to
pre-secondary students.
There are also students who have
not yet paid their graduation fees. This
should be done at once, as June first is
the dead-line. Payments will be made In
the controller’s office.

IFirst Class Service

Dr. Edwin A. Lee was the speaker
for the quarterly General Elementary
Majors banquet, which was held at the
Hotel De Anza, Wednesday evening,
May 9. Dr. Lee, who recently became
superintendent of schools in San Francisco, gave one of the finest talks that
has been heard on the campus. He has
the perspective of an experienced and
able educator and .administrator as
well as an attractive personality. His
talk was admirably adopted to answer
questions that a young teacher asks
himself when going out on the search
for a position.
In his speech he listed ten elements of
a teacher’s equipment. First, scholarship, both in the field of academic subjects and in the field of professional
equipment. He urged the adherence
a high standard and the abandoning of
the pose of scorn for achievement in
scholarship. "There can not be too
much excellence of anything. Admire
and strive for the finest effectiveness in
the field you have chosen."
Second, personality. Under personality, he listed charm, a characteristic
which both men and women should
possess, a sense of fitness which prevents indulgence in extremes of dress,
manner, and conduct, and poise which
has its basis in freedom from selfconsciousness.
Third, experience, not only in teaching but in travel, outside one’s own
state as well as in it, and experience in
other kinds of work. He remarked that
the student who has worked his way
through college has an "edge" on the
students who have not, simply because
his fund of experience is larger. Experience in play was the fourth kind of
possessiveness that he urged.
Fourth, understanding of thildhood
and youth.
Fifth, possession of imagination.
Sixth, adjustability or the faculty of
working in harmony with others by
giving way in the non-essentials while
staying on the path one has chosen
in the matter of larger principles.
Seventh, he listed maturity, by which
he meant maturity in one’s emotional
and social attitudes, the ability Cu
arise to an emergency and to discharge
responsibilities honestly.
Eighth, he listed self control as an absolute pre-requisite of control of others.
Ninth, a professional spirit, the feeling that teaching is the finest possible
profession. The individual who does not
have that conviction should choose
some other vocation.
Tenth, a sense of humor. "Every
teacher needs to remember that he is
sitting on a platform at the head of
the room, not because he is better or
smarter than any one else in the room,
but simply so that he can be seen. A
sense of humor, the ability to laugh
at oneself, is one of the saving graces
of a good teacher."
LOST
There was a very valuable platinum Gruen wrist watch lost the day
Spardi Gras. The owner of this
watch valued it very highly and is
willing to pay a good reward for
its return. If it has been found, will
the finder please be good enough to
turn it over to the Lost and Found
where no questions will be asked.

Club Barber Shop
1 t 6 S. Second Street

Clyde Williamson & John Walters

Banquet Rooms for Parties t

ITALIAN HOTEL

i

Food To Take Out Our Specialty
Dintag Room Downstairs

I

Bat 1156

Ravioli
violi Every Day

109 San Augustine
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I
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EXECUTIVE EDITOR
BOB LELAND
By JIM FITZGERALD
(Phone Bal. 4794-J or Bal. 7800)
Continuing along the line of an Ak
ster production comes the announceMANAGING EDITOR
DAN CAVANAGH
Ben Bernie, if his friends can be re- ment of the technical staff for "School
(Phone Bab 2418)
Stage fright has long been a bug- lied upon, is reported to blame the re- for Scandal" which will be presented
BUSINESS MANAGER
FRANK HAMILTON
aboo among theatrical folk, and some of cent Chicago fire to Walter Winchell. by San Jose Players on June 6, 7, 8.
(Phone Bal. 1017, or Bob 7800)
Little does the theatre-goer apprethe experiences related in the cases He played in Chicago a week ago, and
ciate the hard work that goes in a
Assistant Manager
of hose this horror was conquered are the town finally burned up.
Jim Fitzgerald
production through the efforts of the
(Phone Bal. 4272)
Not good, but not bad, either.
classic. But since the advent of the
*
technical crew. In fact, nobody does
*
*
*
*
Circulation
radioand mike-frightit seems that
Paul Lukes
Manager
Now that all the hullabaloo about the except the director, and it would be
something really horrible has come inCITY DESK
EDITORIAL DESK
new constitution has died away, it will safe to ’say that at least one third of
to being.
Paul Cox -.
- .
Aut.
Editor
Lela O’Conn-i-due directly Paul Becker
1,Marjorie Hansen, Editor
Ellen
The knowledge to a radio artist that be interesting to observe the elections the success of any play is
--Tuesday Editor Steven, Bill -Zeigler, Rudolph Engler,
or indirectly to the efforts of these Dolor. Freltas
Ch..
Arelani.,
Loulo.
Bandelch,
Editor
Thursday
he’s speaking to perhaps millions where- for the corning school year,
Bernice
Mary Tracy
Hornbeck.
workers.
Helen Tracy --_---Friday Editor
Of course, there are those who wail unsung
as he can only see two or three people
Editor
SPORT DESK
Thelma Vickers
and a tin can affair seems to be too and bite their fingers over the injustice TECHNICAL STAFF
9ports Editor Al Cox
Paul Conroy
Editor
Dick Higgins, Bill, Crawford,Asst.
been
The experienced staff that has
Evelyn Pritchard --Feature Editor
Cu Bishop
much for some stars. Douglas Fairbanks of the votingBob Leland is not inFEATURE DESK
famous Ire-man of the movies, was ac- cluded in this paragraphof the new gathered for this unsung work for the
COPY DESK
Gladys I-awry
Asst. Editor
Asst, Editor Jerry Bundsen, -Margaret Petsch
tually carried away from a short mic- constitution. After it was all Over they coming production is, Frank Hamilton, Mary Ferrasci
Michael Angelo
Jean Hawley, Carey Gtdchard
Staff Artist
rophone appearance by two, ,announ- expressed themselves quite vociferously. Publicity; Marion Faltersack, Tickets;
Dr. Carl Holliday__.Faculty Adviser
cers when his legs ..gave out with, this Just to settle_ a doubt ,in my, mind, I Carl Palmer, Stage Manager; Dean
feeling. One of our more noted senators looked over the voting list and found Cowger, Lighting; Maxine , Embury,
Entered as second cla. matter at the
San Jose, Cal Subscription Rates
San Jo., Povloffice
$1.90 Per Qasrtsr
will not stand within three feet of a. that out of the six who had complained, Make-up;, Jean McCrea, Costumes:
Mae Wilburn, Properties; and Kathryn Publisbevitaverr school day by -the ’Aeso,
mike, adding much misery to the..tech- one. had iyoted.
Press of the Globe Printing C..P./
1415 South First Street, San Joie, Colt
elated Students of San Jo. State Colette
nician’s duties. And one time when he
Personally, .one feature of the new Epps, Head Usher..
IS
SENSATION
o
was forced to move closer to the constitution. merits its place in our PIER!
who
doubt.
Eleira
Pied,
Without
a
read
some small college life; it provided, a means so that
"thing" in order to
figures, he did so in a hurry and with a those who formerly were defeated in will be seen in the role of Mrs. Candor
distrustful look at his pet ’grievance, the presidential ran-off still remain on and who is a graduate of Santa Cruz
high school, is one of the cleverest
backed away the instant he, was the board.
through. Even our favorite Joe Penner
It is true, the present form is no more comedians in the school and has one
Dear Public: If I were a weak bird,
had a chronic case of qualms when he than a, skeleton with .a number of loop- of the best developed personalities in
this would be my swan song. I have
was forced to broadcast minus an holes, which may permit abuses to creep the school.
During the past year she has been met my waterloo but refuse to sink
audience, and was only restored when in from time to time, but, by and large,
a large studio audience was invited.
it is a step in the right direction. If able to enliven all of the Speech Parties with the ship. Until somebody gets an DEAR COMRADES:
All this brings us to a clever bit cf sufficient interest is developed, it may to the extent that they have been the injunction against HASH, there will be
I sure have had to disappoint my
thinking done the other night (some be changed so that a better one will most successful given by any group more.
public last week. You see the trouble
in the student body, and has also
of you might have beard it) when a supplant it.
Hank was going to write Hash for is that I did not dunk one of those
shown that she has one of the best
*
*
*
*
singer, trying to croon an old favorHave you heard Earl "Papa" Hines natural soprano voices that I have ever me last week, but we didn’t have any bombs sufficiently long enough. And
ite, contracted some sort of hebbie
heard.
meat, so we skipped it.
jebbies and fumbled for a start. The on the radio?
so I have been enjoying the luxury of
For any group that is searching for
His piano playing is the epitome of
whole rendition was a flop until the
The truth is that we both succumbed a. rest. Also it was a good excuse for
quick-witted band leader slid up to the something or other. He gets a lot of entertainment for any meeting, I can
not turning in any work.
mike and asked the poor girl "Do you harmony out of the black and whites. recommend Elvira as one of the best to the trying circumstances ol the past
I hear that the boat ride which I
think my dog loves your dog, or will His lead cornet playing is nothing to possibilities in the talented Speech De- few weekstrying to pass midterms
partment.
and post midterms, survive SPardi Gras wrote you privately about, has been
you take the next chorus?" "I’ll take the sneeze upon, either.
PICNIC
write
MAJORS
SPEECH
consequences,
and
preliminaries
*
*
*
*
next chorus", weakly replied the feeble
cancelled. This is too bad as I have
The Majors in the Speech Depart- Hash, tolerate such unnecessary evils
There is a musical skeleton called,
one, and the affair seas closed.
already bought a ticket. But it WU
"Invitation t9 the Dance", but it re- ment started what it is hoped will be as "Hot Air" and Saxon Downs, conmained to Mr, Harold Miller, of the annual tradition when they picnicked ! vince people that they should buy a only because the blonde wanted me to.
Fred W. Read wil be the guest speakEnglish department, to send personal in- at the summer home of Kenneth La Torre, go on the Boat Ride, pay I do not see any sense in paying all
er on the KPO’s Agriculture program
vitations for an examination. From the Addicott near Mt. Hermon last Sat- their rent, and keep themselves alive that money when I can go for a ferry
tonight at 7:15. He will devote a poron an already insufficient allowance,
various sources of information avail- urday.
ride any day for fifteen cents. I hope
tion of the 15 minutes to a discusAt that time they were not only and at the same time make our parents
able, he accomplished what he set out
I can get my money back.
sion of new phases and new policies evthe
swimming
at
the
able
to
dnjoy
to
college
for
an
conning
we
are
think
to do.
olved in the administration of the FedSomebody says that this column is too
oast during the day but were able to educationand now we find that all
*
*
*
*
*
eral Farm Credit structure as related
He did not send Scotch telegrams, return to the Redwoods for a barbecue our best gags were used in the Spartan lowbrow for such a gentlemanly school.
to California Agriculture.
either. He spent three cents for postage and the moon among towering trees Revelries. It’s mutiny.
I do not think that a little redblood
and ferns.
on each one.
can hurt even this place, but maybe
We thought all the Celt jokes were
Tonight’s best in brief:
Of all of the amusing things that
If any reader is in doubt about the
they are all right about it. Anyway I
KGOLove Story Program, with fa- term "Scotch telegram", it is a postal occurred during the day the funniest exhausted, but up pops a guy who’s
was introduced to a guy called Percival
was the expedition made by Kenneth so Scotch he doesn’t even give ya
mous movie star, 5:30; Hour of Smiles, card.
Marmaduke Cuthbert Jones. His amSeasPlayers,
Jose
neck.
Company,
8;
Addicott,
San
president of
a pain in the
with Fred Allen and
*
*
*
*
bition is to be known as Cuthbert the
butcher
shop
and
his
fiancee
to
the
our Simons’ Blackhawk orchestra, 9.
The latest recipe for perpetual youth
Columnist, so maybe I will hand my
KPODinner Concert, directed by includes: easy boots, a clear conscience, for enough hamburger for forty people.
Four old hens put out a sign,
column over to him, and devote myWhen the Addicotts order eight "Cut, Cut, Cut, & Cut, Co.", and beby Charles Hart, 6:05; Comedy Stars and spending other people’s money.
self entirely to poetry. How do you
pounds of the viand made famous by came expert dressmakers.
of Hollywood. 7:30; Marshall’s Mav*
*
*
*
like this one?
ericks, 9:30; Night Court, 10.
Have you noticed Dr. DeVoss’ em- Wimpy, the astounded butcher asked,
TO TEACHER
KFRCDrama Guild, 6; Albert Spal- bonpoint? Mrs. DeVoss must be mak- I "Are you sure that it will be enough?", Speaker: "When my cup of happiness
ding, violin, Conrad Thibault, baritone, ing a number of those cocoanut lemon I After Maxine had answered with a is full, I rejoice in living. What do you To you dear teachers one and all
doubtful "yes" and they had left, the do when your cup is full?"
6:30; Burns and Allen, with Guy Lom- Icream pies of late.
Who by your magic hold enthrall.
butcher turned around and said, "My,
bardo, 7:30; George Hall and Jack RusVoice in gallery: "I dunk I"
A few unfortunates like to me
*
*
*
*
such
a
young
I
8:30
and
they
looked
like
orchestras,
and
9.
sel’s
Who cannot all perfection see.
There comes a time in every man’s
couple,
too."
life when he must make a decision
Things we’d like to hear on the air which will probably make or break him.
This modern use of cellophane
Noel Coward singing the nursery ditty, I Take the case of the tailor who apHas quite ensnared the teaching brain
Lazy Mary \Van’tYou Get Up" plied for work in the gun factory makEach student nose comes neatly wrapped
,
(Continued from Page One)
. . The Mills Brothers and the Har- log breeches.
All neatly gowned and neatly capped
mony Aces on the same program
varsity basketball men with sweaters Complete with one diploma.
*
of.
*
of.
from
Page
One)
(Continued
it’d be fun to hear four aces in a hole
He looked into her eyes and she
and awards. He complimented the team
at once . . An N.B.C. anouncer mak- looked into his eyes. She dropped her brilliantly patterned are only a few of on winning the Far Western Conference. We’ll expect life on a silver platter
program.
dances
created
for
this
the
declaring
slip
and
"This
is
the
ing a
But reality is another motto-! eyes, and he picked them upor did
Jean Stirling, Orchesis member and Those to receive sweaters were: Laur- And some of us will turn quite bad
Columbia Broadcasting System" . .Lou- !he? She raised her lipswhat is the
. Jack Fidanque sha- use of going any further. You know accompanist, will play her own com- ence Arnerich, Captain Elect Biddle, And others go quite slowly mad
is Armstrong
king any gourd to any song . .Bing the rest of the story; so why should position for "Analogous", third move- Bart Concannon, Conceal, Dave Downs, But you should worry.
ment in the Color Symphony. The Frank Gibson, Malvin Holmberg, MelCrosby awl the Boswell sisters sing- the house organ devote more space?
Auf Weider,ehenski Miknki
ing Dinah.
Well, it does fill up this column, strength of this music grows out of the vin Isenberger, Judson Taylor, Captain
which is something or the other. So stylized dance pattern for which it
Henry Liebbrandt, Paul Rea, Wesley
with a Merry Christmas and a Happy was created.
Everything about the program is of Scott, and Eddie Wing. President Frank
New Year, wasn’t it a windy day, yes_
interest due to the invaluable coopera- Covello then presented Coach McDonterday ?
tion this talented honorary group has re- ald with a gold ball in appreciation of
San Francisco (U.P.)Confronted
sched(Continued from Page One)
There are still a number of copies ceived from ober departments. To- his efforts as basketball coach. In his with one of the toughest football
coming seaeconomics. He plans to attend Stanford of the Sigma Kappa Delta razz
edi- night’s performance should be a mm- eight years at this institution, Mr. Mc- ’ tiles in the country for the
lase
entering
University after graduation
bon, a parody on the San Jose Eve- orable one for both audience and Donald has produced five championship son, the Stanford Indians already
the school of law.
begun intensive preparations for the
teams.
ning News, in the Controller’s of- dancer.
The election was held early in the fice. Copies may be secured at
Tickets may be secured from SherThe Frosh-Soph Dance to be held 1934 campaign.
five
year so that the new editor would have cents each.
man Clay and Co. for 20 cents with June 1 at the San Jose Women’s Club
Last year the Palo Alto eleven, sparkthe opportunity to get acquainted with
Student Body card, or for 35 cents.
was announced. Elmer Stoll also an- ed by many sophomores, who were
the mechanics of publishing La Torre been completed, with a page proof ready
nounced that there would be a stu- playing their first year at vanity footfor reading, and it will appear on the
before actually beginning his duties.
There will be a Junior Class dent Body dance on Saturday night, ball, knocked over the University ai
of
campus
in
about
two
weeks. Those who meeting Thursday at 11 o’clock in May 26 to
next
Contracts will be let the first
replace the Boat Ride which Southern California and California’s
week, and the new business manager will have not yet purchased a copy may get Room 1 of the Home-snaking Bldg, has been
cancelled, Admission will be Golden Beam, only to run into a "hot"
one from either a salesman or from Picnic plans will be discussedenbe appointed at that time.
free to student body members-25 cents Columbia team and lose, 7-0 in the
All work on the 1934 yearbook has the Controller’s office.
tertainment.
for outsidersand no stags.
Rose Bowl.
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